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MISUNDERSTANDING RE.: ATTRIBUTIONS: 

 

WRA ORIGINAL STATEMENT OF CASE 
 

In Mr Thomas' covering letter to our Statement of Case, dated January 26th 2014, attention is drawn 

to three Appendices. 

 

Appendix A is unattributed and the Association takes responsibility. 

 

Appendix B is an extensive paper by Townsley and Goldfinch.  Since this important paper had not 

appeared in the electronic data set, we have re-submitted it as Appendix C to our Final Revised 

Statement of Case. 

 

Appendix C is a letter of authority from Mrs C Archbold for her husband, Mr DS Archbold (Objector 

No. 1756) to speak on her behalf and attaches Mr Archbold's Statement of Case. 

 

Within Mr Archbold's Statement he deals at Section 6 with aspects of the NGT Business Case and, at 

Section 7, with the Headingley by-pass. Both of these were topics of discussion between Mr Archbold 

and members of Weetwood Residents' Association during mid to late 2013.  In particular, in 

responding to the contention of Mr Archbold and the present author that general traffic should use the 

by-pass (as originally proposed some years previously in a joint letter to the Yorkshire Evening Post 

in relation to the SuperTram Proposals), Professor P Bonsall had produced some preliminary sketches 

of how the consequent junctions might be set out if the by-pass alignment were to be used in this way. 

 

This sketch, with its attribution to Prof. Bonsall, appears to have been inadvertantly attached to the 

back of a paper entitled "The Business Case", which is referenced from Mr Archbold's Section 6. 

 

This paper is unattributed, except, as Mr Archbold notes, as coming from a Leeds University 

Professor.  The present author attests that he was the author of the paper and, however it might 

appear to anyone not intimately connected with the academic community, a long association with the 

University has never been at professorial level. 

 

The "Business Case" paper was prepared as a preliminary discussion document for the North West 

Leeds Transport Forum.  It purports to examine the Promoters' (Programme Entry) Business Case 

and particularly the trolleybus' potential market and market penetration requirements to make a viable 

commercial case, given some assumptions about costs.  Some of the scenarios examined are clearly 

the result of misapprehensions - as might be expected in an early discussion document - but others 

have found their way into more definitive documents. 

 

The paper should be regarded as having no more significance for this Inquiry than as being illustrative 

of the sort of discussions held, over an extended period of time, between the Forum, the Association 

and interested individuals prior to considering responses to the TWAO application and its Revised 

Business Case. 
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